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G TABOO She calls eagles with a low whistling throat sound. e birds
react immediately. Patsy uses her fingers like pliers to tear the liver and
hurls it high up in the air. e eagles catch the pieces while in flight.
When they fail, they nose down and grab meat scraps on the ground with
their claws. G PHOTOREPORT Arlije and Gyoi. e number of Roma
in Greece is estimated at 140 000 up to 200 000. Or rather between
200  000 and 300  000. No, it’s rather between 80  000 and 350  000.
Actually, no one knows. eir life is not an easy one.(…) e Roma in
Greece... Do they know what happiness is?
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Probably each of us has at least once wanted to try 
the forbidden fruit. Crossing boundaries and breaching norms
seems so exciting that any reflection on the consequences often
pushed aside. Forbidden fruit tastes sweetest. The temptation is
so strong that we cross boundaries without paying heed to what
might later happen. What was it like with Papusza? The
unbelievably sensitive famous Roma poetess was rejected by her
own people for crossing a boundary, for breaking a taboo. How
did it happen? Was she aware of it? How did it affect her life?
Magdalena Machowska attempts to answer these questions in
the article “A Fish in Hand”. “It sometimes makes me wonder
what Papusza's life would have been like if she lived nowadays.
Would her talent be appreciated by the Roma people? Would
they consider her tainted? They are forever themselves crossing
boundaries which were previously unbreakable. In attempting to
look for a compromise between tradition and modernity, they
have to rub themselves against that which used to be taboo.
Presently, so-called traditional values are being redefined. What
do people do when they find themselves in this situation? When
they find themselves having to operate in two worlds?
Aleksandra and Jacek Pawlicki discuss the issue with Karolina
Stankiewicz-Kwiatkowska and Karol Kwiatkowski. In this issue
of Dialog-Pheniben, we also discuss the issue of Roma
immigrants from Romania who have settled in allotments in the
centre of Wrocław. This has not only caused tension in Wrocław
but has also polarized opinion. But why are the Romanian Roma
being talked about now, after having spent so many years in
Wrocław? Who is working outside the law and for what reason?
Michał Kowalski tries to answer this question in his piece. We
also recommend Paulina Wilk's article, which show how the
boundaries of taboo have shifted in our contemporary Occidental
culture. It is also worth taking a peek at the black and white
photography of Nikos Economopoulos, which documents the
lives of Roma in Greece. Enjoy Dialog-Pheniben!
Joanna Talewicz-Kwiatkowska
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Suppression

Evasion

Prohibitum

Taboo...

Magical-religious
ban 

Sin 
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Impurity

Defilement

Exclusion

Foulness

Blot 
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stating the reasons why, however, the reasons for taboo cannot explain lo-
gically, rationally, and convincingly why something is forbidden. 

ese liberal times of ours allow us so much freedom that when there are
restrictions, we expect them to be validated by reason (or at least we tend
to think this way). Such rational justification pertains to economic, social
or practical reasoning. When restrictions relate to crossing the street when
a red light is on, walking on the grass or smoking in public areas, we rarely
question the logic (though we may complain about it). But when we realize
that in some exotic and ancient communities (including those in our own
past) many things are or were forbidden, excluded and condemned without
explanation and that it could be explained today for practical and rational
reasons, we could find it problematic to accept this fact. We do not seem to
be convinced by old adages like “it always used to be this way”, “that’s
what our ancestors did”. Nor do threats of supernatural intervention seem
to convince us like the belief in divine punishment for violating a ban or
sinister magical consequences for breaching a certain taboo or norm. 

Without being able to explain such a belief or ban, we describe it using the
“taboo” label, which in itself is inexplicable and enigmatic. Its foreignness
and sinister darkness suggest to us origins in a far off, ancient land. e
word signals ambiguous emotional responses (respect and awe, but also
repulsion), which might suggest it is an intrinsic characteristic of human
nature; something which is correct and legitimate, yet irrational at the
same time. is irrationality gives taboo an air of permanence of taboo,
making us afraid to disturb this inexplicable mechanism. 

We all feel the need to justify and explain taboo. e necessity of under-
standing is of great importance when we come across something vague
and blurred cultural rules, especially when it is our job to reflect upon
culture and customs. Ethnographers, ethnologists, anthropologists (different
words to delineate similar professions) are all concerned with this problem.
e man on the street and academic researchers face the same dilemma
and make the same mistakes. For instance, we have a tendency to search
for practical and economic conditions without understanding spiritual,
belief-based or symbolic motivation. We have taught ourselves to not un-
derstand symbolic meaning and  we cannot decipher holistic visions of the
world which are encompassed in mythical texts. 

G What shouldn’t not do?
Another problem is the diversity of the contexts of tabooisation and the
multiplicity of its forms all over the world. One example are food-related
restrictions in many cultures, specifically bans on eating certain products,
such as the flesh of certain animals. ey were based on now-forgotten
convictions about the holiness of prohibited animals or plant (as they were
the totemic ancestors of a given group), or conversely, the belief that certain
animals and plants were impure Is impurity burdened with spiritual con-
demnation (such as Christian “sin”), or should it rather be understood as a

8 DIALOG-PHENIBEN -  N° 10

Many words exist relating to the sphere of human life that
is located on the edge of our normal existence. If we at-
tempted to collect all the words for this in various lan-
guages, such as the Roma “mageripen” or “magerdo” (so-
metimes translated as “outscorning”), the list would be

endless. With “taboo” being the common denominator, all these words refer
to the dark side of life, to what is unacceptable, forbidden, marginalized, to
what penetrates us with fear and shame. ey ‘excluding’ words set the bo-
undaries, within which members of a community are free to operate, outside
any risk of being ousted. 

G Why shouldn’t we?
Stop.  let’s start again but this time with a warning. is is difficult, multi-
layered, complicated subject matter. We need to leave behind what we
consider to be obvious and rational, that which has been reasoned through
and practically verified. By ‘taboo’, we mean the prohibitions that are con-
tradictory to reason; things that do not have a simple explanation. Magical
prohibitions, magical beliefs, ideas on defilement and ritual impurity are
located outside the sphere of what can be easily and practically explained,
and, in that sense, they verge the offensive. Modern people do not easily
accept categorical, arbitrary formulas that forbid us to do something without

T A B O O

G ere are things 
that one should not do, 
God wanted it so, 
that it will last forever, 
this is what our ancestors
decided G Taboo

Jerzy S. Wasilewski

Dark 
side 

of life 
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were frequently boosted by the conviction that the sanction (punishment)
would be of a magical nature: that the supernatural power would activate
as if automatically, giving the perpetrator a sort of electric shock – imme-
diately and irrespective of whether the misdemeanor against the taboo was
purposeful or accidental. Gerardus van der leeuw, a religious philosopher,
writes, “Taboo is a sort of warning “Caution! High voltage! Her is power
one should beware of!” […] Breaching a taboo did not entail punishment
but an automatic switching on of this power. [Power] just reacts like an
electrical current that shock people who inadvertently touch a high-voltage
wire.”

is is what differentiates thinking in magical categories (“this is a taboo”)
from thinking in religious terms (“this is a sin”). Committing a sin also en-
tails punishment, not automatic but dependent on our moral attitude or
the perpetrator's intentions, where one can be redeemed or appeased, and
is usually temporally remote, for instance, experienced aer our death. 

It is not entirely clear whether the Polynesian taboo was always loaded
with this magical charge and its inevitable automatic efficacy. e same
notion functioned in various contexts. Imposing a taboo could mean es-
tablishing a religious ban on entering holy places, a magical form of defense
against being fouled with female impurity, or a village chief's decision thro-
ugh which he would land desired goods for himself. By definition, this en-
tailed a feeling of awe for both supernatural sanctions and frequently any
cruel penalties that might be imposed (regardless of the former) by the
same ruthless chiefs. 

For instance, some holy days were celebrated through the processions of
rulers and priests which could not be witnessed by regular people, anno-
unced more or less with the words: “Taboo: do not leave your homes!
Taboo: no dog should bark! Taboo: no rooster can crow! Taboo: no pigs
should grunt! Sleep, sleep, until the taboo is over!” To follow the ban, do-
mestic animals had their snouts tied, poultry was covered with large bowls,
while the whole community, metaphorically, held their breath, crouching
against the prophesied danger, trying not to show any sign of being alive. 

One should note that in many cultures, celebrations, especially calendar-
based ones (yearly or astronomic), carried with them not only joyous ce-
lebration but also a feeling of uncertainty. People would begin to fear a
crisis and worry about an unknown future. is is the context that bred, in
symbolic terms, the tendency for some sort of stopping, hesitation and self-
restraint. It is as if, to put it metaphorically, a pendulum had to stop before
marking the subsequent segment of time until another break came imposed
by another celebration day.   

Interestingly, this element of the fear of mystery, which seems to us to be
an inseparable characteristic of taboo, is lacking in its name. Etymologically
speaking, the word “taboo” (tapu) is a notion completely “harmless”. It is
neutral, literally denoting “what is strongly highlighted, marked.” In itself,
it did not thus include magical or religious references. Even today, we can

Jerzy S. Wasilewski 
is an associate professor at
the Institute of Ethnology
and Cultural Anthropology,
University of Warsaw. His
publications include Podróże
do piekieł: rzecz o
szamańskich misteriach
(Eng. “Journeys to Hells:
Concerning Shaman
Mysteries”, 1979 and 1984)
and the monograph Tabu
(“Taboo”) (2010).
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case of exclusion based on non-religious motifs, such as negative magical
and symbolic connotations or ancient secret knowledge stemming from
the age-long, traditional wisdom of our ancestors concerning the harmful-
ness of certain food? 

A significant role may be attributed to the feeling of repulsion or disgust.
We have limited tolerance to dirt and impurity, and are worried by any
physiological manifestation , for example, of the sight of entrails which are
usually safely housed in the body. Such sights bring to mind associations
of death and disease. ese foods are perhaps not taboo but deemed unea-
table by our culture. We do not consider dogs, worms or tree bark to be
food, which is why we do not eat them, while in other parts of the world
(or in other circumstances) they can be eaten. At this point, it might be
useful to discuss terminology. e etymology of the word “taboo” is itself
problematic but was brought to Europe from Polynesia over 200 years ago
by Captain James Cook. European sailors heard the term being used to ex-
plain a situation which was not entirely understandable to them Aer being
invited on board the ship, a chieain came on deck for a cup of English tea,
which he drank and then smashed the cup, explaining that it had just be-
come a taboo (or “tapu”). 

e word rapidly spread into the English language soon started circulating
around all the European languages, becoming assimilated into many other
world languages, including Chinese and Japanese, where it supplemented
and substituted earlier local forms. 

Despite its exotic pedigree, the word is used (and abused) in today's informal
language to delineate our contemporary attitudes that characterize the
avoidance of something which cannot entirely be explained. It contains an
air of mystery, which makes it particularly attractive to the mass media.
e same “warning word” is attributed to a variety of things, sometimes
contradictory to each other. Tabooisation affects the sacred and venerable,
yet also the impure and inappropriate. ere are many examples: not only
using references to sexuality and carnality, but also discussing one’s salary,
violating patriotic sacredness, washing our dirty linen in public, talking
about disease or death, breaching widely accepted forms of etiquette and
respect.

us, taboo is a restriction that protects us from against breaching both
the sphere of sanctity, something which is of high value and all that is
private, intimate, and shameful, and all that isolates us against what is con-
sidered defiled or impure. 

G What we should not do 
under duress

Another complication concerns popular beliefs as to what consequences
breaching a taboo will bring to people who operate under it. Past restrictions
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the notion of taboo is clearer. It does include a certain entanglement of
sanctity and impurity, yet it is easier to understand in reference to notions
such as separation and partitioning. Sanctity is always “isolated”, yet not
every isolation has to immediately be holy. It is also the act of excreting since
“excretion” concerns waste products removed outside our clean world. 

G Who must not?
e complicated notion of taboo needs to be further enriched with one more
aspect, namely the social sphere. Tabooisation concerns not only the imagined
world of sanctity, it can also translate into very specific social exclusion. In
many diverse ways, physiological impurity is linked to social discrimination.
e human sense of repulsion to products excreted by our bodies, manifests
itself in the division of society into pure and impure. is is carried into the
social sphere where it is further ideologically expanded. Even such a complex
system of hierarchizing people, such as the Indian caste system, is based on
the organic aspects of living. louis Dumont showed it in his eponymous
work, meaningfully titled Homo hierarchicus: the more contact a social group
has with organic waste (such as public toilet cleaners, launders, barbers or
tanners), the more inferior its position in the caste system. e higher-
standing groups, the “clean” castes, are outright banned from having contact
with organic processes: even swallowing one's own saliva might be treated as
a disgraceful breach. 

ere is an interesting yet ambiguous relation between physical contamination
and social impurity. Sometimes, there is an almost absolute adequacy. For
instance, in Roma groups, the contamination marker “mageripen” (also “ma-
gerdo”, “mahrime”, “marime”) includes both contact with lower body parts
(particularly female ones, with all their products and clothing items) and the
social breach on the code of one's group, such as revealing its secrets, marrying
a person from outside the society, etc. Rooted in physiology and corporeality,
the binary opposition of notions: top (pure) – bottom (impure) translates
into social dichotomies: internal – external, one of us – stranger. 

One term, denoting impurity resulting from a breach, refers also to social
sanctions. e same concerns the above mentioned Roma words that signify
both a state of impurity and the ensuing exclusion, social seclusion. like
taboo or haram, they have to be interpreted as a threat and a serious warning
that the breach has particular religious and/or social consequences. An in-
terpretation of the term “magerdo” is “outscorning”, which sounds like
disdain or contempt, a feeling one has against people who behave below so-
cially accepted standards. 

In Purity and Danger, Mary Douglas presents how religious restrictions serve
strictly social aims in the end. She illustrates this on the basis of the Jewish
Biblical nutritional restrictions, which boost the identity of the chosen people
by highlighting the significance of the idea of purity, thereby ordering isolation
and restraint from any blendings. In particular, they ban the blending of
foods of different categories (eating milk with meat, simultaneously growing

12 DIALOG-PHENIBEN -  N° 10

see ‘Kapu’ on fences in Hawaii. Interestingly, this is a local phonetic variation
of the generally Polynesian word ‘tapu’. It has no magical or religious con-
notations since it only means “separated”, “excluded”, that is the private
sphere as opposed to the widely available public. It is impossible to exclude
that magical and religious references were always present and that ‘tapu’
was restricted by the gods and for the gods. 

G Must We? Must We not?
In order to better understand the notion of taboo, it is worth juxtaposing it
with its contradiction. Arabic and its notions of “haram”/ “halal” is a good
example. Both are of a religious origin and are used in the entire Islamic
world; they both refer respectively to what is forbidden and allowed by the
religion. 

is concerns food. We come across the word “halal” in the windows of res-
taurants and grocery stores. is label allows Muslims to be sure that the
food is, to use an analogy a Jewish analogy, “kosher”, that is ritually pure,
correct, as it should be. Illicit, taboo foods are “haram”, a synonym of “sinful”.
yet etymologically, there is no impurity ingrained in the word, and is used to
describe holy places as forbidden, not entirely accessible, closed for people of
other religions. is is also the name of the part of the mosque and its surro-
undings (marked differently in various local traditions) that cannot be entered.
A similar name was used in reference to the old Arabic sacral reserves on a
desert where man was not allowed to hunt, spoil vegetation, or even pursue
criminals; in this case, “haram” refers to places that separated as they are sac-
red. 

e same moniker may be used to refer to any state of limbo, partition and
exclusion. For instance, during a pilgrimage to Mecca or aer making a
pledge or a vow, the worshipper is “haram”, that is consecrated, subject to
sacred law and obligations, exempt from an ordinary life. Aer fulfilling the
vow and returning to the ordinary state, he becomes “halal”.

However, the popular word “harem” has the same lexical origin and denotes
what is strictly internal, the women's or children's part of the homestead
where only one man, the head of the family, can enter. ere appears to be
no meaning of sanctity or impurity here, the point is to separate this space
from foreigners, for strictly internal use by one's own people. 

us, the word “haram”, similarly to taboo, carries with it a warning against
entering an area restricted for various reasons, sometimes contradictory: be-
cause it is sacred, impure, or separated only for one's own people. We should
also remember that the word is both a warning against committing a “sin” or
“impurity” and the consequence of the breach: the impure, reprehensible
state of “sin” that wrongdoers find themselves in. is explain why, in some
contexts, the word has to be translated as “banned”, while in others “sin”. 

One hopes that with the above example our preliminary understanding of
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ritual slaughter, during which an animal (particularly its blood, its source of
life) is first sacrificed so that aerwards one can eat its meat. 

It is therefore self-explanatory that God should be given only pure animals,
ones created in the first, ideal version of the world, which was “vegetarian,”
excluding the possibility of carnivores. is explains why the list of impure
“earth animals” (with “impure” signifies those forbidden to be killed and
eaten) excludes ones whose external features do not guarantee their not being
carnivorous. Not incidentally, the list of twenty “air animals”, also given in
the Bible, includes all predatory and omnivorous birds of the former Palestine. 

e spiritual dimension of the material gains visibility when we are reminded
that, according to the same Biblical text, God's primary plan did not include
killing: paradise was vegetarian. In the preface to the Book of Genesis (1, 30),
God’s command reads: “And to every beast of the earth, and to every fowl of
the air, and to every thing that creepeth upon the earth, wherein there is life,
I have given every green herb for meat: and it was so.” Savage creatures and
any others that do not respect the command are therefore impure since they
were not included in God's primary plan. is explains why they cannot be
sacrificed, hence the ban on eating their flesh. 

e same may be said about another forbidden group of “water animals”.
e Bible names “impure” ones without scales or gills, that is, crustacea and
sea mammals. It is possible to follow the logic here: God created the world
out of primordial chaos by sorting and partitioning (light from darkness,
water from land, air from ground, etc.). All creatures were classified along
this division. ose who lack the organs required for a given habitat violate
God's primary plan and are thus impure. Similarly, the blending of raw ma-
terials disturbs the universal, cosmic rule of separation. 

us, everything that strays from God’s initial, ideal, paradise-based pattern
is excluded and forbidden. Biblical restrictions appear to express the need to
keep things within the same framework, in the same order that they were
made at the time of Creation, described in the model holy scripture, in the
Book of Genesis. ese purity rules and tabooisation serve to restore the old
division, thereby retaining the ideal sacral order of the world and the yet-un-
contaminated human condition. 

It is difficult to resist the thought that such a deep understanding of Biblical
restrictions departs from common convictions, which boils down to guessing
that swine was forbidden for the Semites since they were dirty and unhealthy.
let it be a warning against simplified and random explanations of taboo. In-
stead of searching for partial and isolated justifications, we should try to un-
derstand the entire belief system and the holistic vision of the world, operating
within a given culture, which produces particular taboos. 

Jerzy S. Wasilewski
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and sowing in one field, using two different domestic animals in a team, mi-
xing two types of an element in a clothing item by, for instance, blending
yarns of plant and animal origins, etc.). 

e author argues that all such hybrids are banned not for their impracticality
or the risk they pose to one's health but they are forbidden in order to discern
and consolidate the overall idea of separation, of exclusion, of retaining au-
tonomy. In this way, they strengthen the significance of being the “chosen
nation.” Hybrids are, as the Scripture says, an “abomination”, just as it would
be abominable to blend blood through marriage with someone outside one's
own group. Following that line of thought, researchers have proved that the
more a given group, especially a small ethnic or religious group, feels threa-
tened by the outside world, the more the stricter the regulations it might
have for dividing pure and impure. is is true not only of the Roma but
also various sects and casts. On the other hand, we should remember that
ideas of “purity”, of not mixing different orders, may also relate to ideologies
of exclusion, with racist and Nazi tendencies. 

G God doesn’t permit it 
Detailed analysis of the Biblical constraints regarding purity and food reveals
other interesting meanings, which are a great deal more mythological and
religious than sociological. To begin with, we should pay closer heed to the
animals that cannot be touched and eaten. In the Book of leviticus and the
Book of Deuteronomy, they are described as “foul”. ere are given criteria
of purity: among the “earth animals”, the only pure ones are cloven-hoofed
ruminants. Additionally, as if to dispel any doubt, the impure category in-
cludes all animals that meet only one of the two purity criteria; it is here
(and nowhere else) that pig appears, along with camel, which is surprising
given the Near-Eastern context. 

One needs to possess some zoological knowledge in order to understand the
operating grounds for this rule. Rumination is a form of processing vegetable
food; and cloven hooves signify a lack of claws that might enable the animal
to tear apart prey. It is easy to understand that both criteria denote what is
pure and what can be consumed concerning animals that encompass the
two features, indicative of their herbivorous nature. us, the biblical impurity
of swine has identical meaning to camel, which is in the same category as
they both meet only one of the two purity criteria: while swine have cloven
hooves without claws, they are not ruminants, which does not guarantee
that they are not carnivorous. Similarly, camels meet only the other criterion:
while they are ruminants, they do not have cloven hooves in the strict sense
– they are ungulates. Now let us combine our zoological knowledge with a
dose of religious sensitivity. We must remember that killing an animal,
taking away its life, is not a petty act. e Jewish commentary to the Torah
forbids even being surprised that an animal may not be killed; instead, it
rather orders one to feel astonished that people may kill animals in the first
place. Every life belongs to God, which means that the act of killing, necessary
in order to obtain food, has to be a sacrificial act. It is undertaken through
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Albinos w Afryce jest skazany. 
Za życia: na wykluczenie, bo jest
inny; na cień i mrok, bo słońce to
rak skóry; na zabicie. A po śmierci:
na poćwiartowanie, bo w magii
każda część jego ciała jest cenna;
na sprzedaż, bo są chętni płacić
duże pieniądze za eliksiry 
z albinosa; na zalanie betonem, 
by uniemożliwić bezczeszczenie
zwłok.
Fot. Artur Gutowski

T A B O O
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Sarah Attar, a runner studying 
in the USA, together with Wodjan
Shahrkhani, were the first women
to represent Saudi Arabia during
the Summer Olympic Games 
in 2012. She was the last to cross
the finish line in the 800 metres
run; nevertheless, she received 
an ovation from the audience. 
Saudi Arabian law demands that
women cover their faces, which
means they have to wear both 
a hijab and a niqab (a cloth
covering the face). 
Sarah and Wodjan are called 
“the Olympic prostitutes” 
by Saudi Arabian “patriots”.
Marc Atkins/BPI/East News

T A B O O
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G Popculture is responsible for creating the illusion
of openness; it builds an illusory world devoid 
of closed circuits and forbidden topics G e truth is,
however, that show business is a machine working
persistently in order to negate the very existence 
of areas which remain a mystery G Areas which are
not spoken about and which are inviolable

Paulina Wilk

accept the mainstream; aiming at mean expectations and tastes, one cannot
take any risks. And if we were to prepare a balance sheet of the social impact
mass culture has nowadays, then most certainly it would be perfectly balanced.
ere have been as many changes made as things preserved in their old form.
For every bold message, there are dozens of moderate ones. Show business is a
policy of choosing the middle of the road; it is progressive only up to the
extent which does not irritate the traditionalists. When compared to art and
independent productions, which are motivated by non-financial factors and
which are, too small or even to no extent dependent on audience approval,
pop culture plays only a secondary role. It does not advance the world, it does
not question the current standards or patterns, does not commit transgression.
In relation to this, it only imitates artists, so it is, comparably, always late, se-
condary and usually smooth-spoken. However, because its scope of influence
is so massive, it plays a decisive role in the popularization of new attitudes, ac-
ceptable areas, dismantling or shiing the existing borders. e greatest pop
stars, celebrities and idols play the role of a speaking-tube disseminating the
news of a breakthrough, informing about a change in progress, helping to
sanction it. Each of them is a compound of different elements borrowed from
the world of art and adapted to the current circumstances, blunted or sharpened,
depending on the desired effect they are to produce. 
Pop culture generally is not a progress-friendly phenomenon, but a tool to
bring profit. at is why it supports or stops changes which are in progress,
depending on what can possibly turn out profitable. In the last seventy years
the whole output of post-war show business has been a story of pushing boun-
daries, abolishing taboos, but also of strengthening them or shiing them into
the areas which earlier were deemed accessible.

Post-war America and Europe were busy with the baby-boom, the “replenis-
hment of the human substance”, aer years of war. e natural consequence
of increased sexual activity was the need to openly display sensuality. As a

1950s. Sex and mixing 
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The Short Story 
of Taboo Killing

Provocations and scandals, the constant pushing of boundaries,
shocking the audience; this is the fuel that has been propelling the
engine of entertainment since the end of the WWII. Popular and
mass culture were born on the ashes of the world that had been
destroyed; on the ashes of its customs, morality and ethics which

were strained or even completely re-defined as the outcome of the war drama
it had witnessed. us, the flowering of show business in the USA and in
Europe meant returning to living and having fun, diverting people’s attention
from the nightmare of destruction and death, creating new canons. Until this
day, this has been the vector imposing the direction into which modern enter-
tainment is heading, as well as the goals it has to achieve. e main law of suc-
cessful entertainment, “the show must go on,” is still valid, however, fun and
pleasure are nowadays almost obligatory features of any event. It is not hard
to justify or understand the escape into a cheerful and easy living in the post-
war era; at present though, the reasons for such behaviour are less one-dimen-
sional. It is not conditioned by the need to release the burden of suffering; it
does not provide the antidote to nightmares. Recently, in the first years of the
21st century, it even ceased to serve the purpose of creating a new moral order;
it serves the purpose of dismantling it. It is getting more and more separated
from reality, or it is, rather, consciously separating itself. e question which
is still le unanswered is: to what extent has it become the vehicle of the civili-
zation of death? Pop culture, although it keeps up appearances of celebrating
life, does the opposite. And it uses all its means to undermine the existence of
man. And it is the man, with their physicality, emotionality and imperfection,
with their doubts, wrinkles, prejudice, diseases and fears, who is the figure
show business fights off the most. And it is life itself, its finality, the passage of
time, the inevitability of death, that has become a forbidden topic. is is the
topic covered with silence, although never before, have we talked so openly
about so many issues.
Show business is a double-edged sword. From its early days on, on one hand,
it has been doing away with fixed patterns, clichés, undermining rules and fig-
hting conventionality, while, on the other hand, it has remained prudish, con-
ventional and lacking courage. is binary opposition has one common reason:
profitability. e popularity machine requires, on one hand, that one constantly
seeks and draws attention, makes changes, thrills and attracts an audience wil-
ling to pay for a good show. On the other hand, as one needs masses, one must
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and economic barriers did not give in even by an inch. Across the Pond, the
fall of ideals was cured with narcotic music. e funky and rock psychedelia
was in, the next attempt at summoning freedom and breaking taboo. is
time however, it was desperate and supported with psychedelic drugs which
were to turn off conscience and facilitate all kinds of experiments: sexual,
erotic and metaphysical. 

e durability of bans and illusiveness of changes were revealed with  double
power in the 1980s when mass cinema and pop music became the spokesmedia
of corporate order. e former flower children put on suits and two-piece
dresses, and started making money in skyscrapers made of glass. atcherism
was characterized by the same set of consumption rules. ese great political
and economic powers came along with moral conservatism: the once broken
taboo turned out to still be binding. Whitney Houston and Anita Baker’s songs
were popular hits, but they were created in accordance with the guidelines co-
ming from white producers who deleted all the unrestrained sensuality and
substituted it with smooth ballad melodies perfect for business dinners and
matching posh clothes. e black stars became puppets in the hands of corpo-
rate decision-makers: show business was consolidated as a part of the global
business machine. It gave up risky topics and focused on producing spectacular
kitsch, cheerful colors and eye-catching video-clips. Prudery was back; Dirty
Dancing, a movie emanating a quasi sex appeal, was a box office success, while
the wild and liberated artists of the 1960s and 1970s disappeared. Once more,
adjusted and controlled pleasure and turning the audience’s attention away
from social unrest became the most important issues. e multi-coloured pop
fairy tale of the 1980s supplied the Eastern European dreams of living a delig-
htful and comfy life among superheroes such as Madonna clad in ragged laces,
Michael Jackson with his chimpanzee friend and Rambo, the fearless fighter.
Madonna kissed a black priest at the altar and Freddie Mercury of Queen
boldly exposed his homosexuality; however, their provocations had nothing
of real importance. ese acts were trapped in the world of entertainment
which was lacking seriousness and just having fun. ey could draw attention,
but could not change anything.

Just before the turn of the century, in the 1990s, humankind came to its senses
and wanted to enter the new century with a worthy artistic outcome. e drive
towards modernity and change was strong again; back was the ambition to
search for brand new forms. At the same time, at the far end of the same
reality, a new decadence was rising; this was the shabby anti-consumer grunge.
e machinery of progress was at work with its blade aimed at all forms of
discrimination and prohibition. Bruce Springsteen in his song “Streets of Phi-
ladelphia” demanded that the banned HIV bearers be given their dignity back.
In “Black and White”, Michael Jackson made an ultimate attempt at trampling
over racial prejudice, although he himself was an ambiguous symbol; the grea-

1980s. Controlled pleasure

1990s. Modernity and decadence
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result of the wartime, such notions as prudery, shame and propriety, demanded
new definitions and lost their former meanings. e young got the chance to
build their lives according to the new more relaxed standards, and to escape
the excessively correct morality whose main feature was the need to keep up
appearances.
And so started all the fuss about sex, which has been kept up until now,
although nowadays the fight is going on on smaller fronts, mostly concerning
sexual minorities.
In the 1950s, Elvis borrowed the “indecent” movements, rhythms and lyrics
from Afro-American musicians, and fed them to the fevered white teenagers.
Sex appeal, passion and carnality, so familiar to half of the American society,
the one called the “racial audience”, entered into national circulation. While,
thanks to Presley, one taboo was broken, the other one, regarding the color of
the skin, was made stronger. Elvis built his career on songs taken from the re-
pertoire of black soul, jazz, R’n’B and rock’n’roll stars. Ella Fitzgerald, Duke
Ellington and Billie Holiday entered the stage through the back door and slept
on buses, while the white orchestras that accompanied them slept in elegant
hotels. At concerts the black and the white were cordoned off by the police.
Nevertheless, the audience could not endure the growing excitement; they mi-
xed and enjoyed the music together.

In the next decade, cinema and popular music played a crucial role in the at-
tempts to break the racial taboo thanks to the involvement of black artists in
the activities of the civil rights movement, and thanks to the delight with which
the Afro-American artists were invited to the racial-prejudice-free European
scenes. Popularized soul wrote the story of a social change; Aretha Franklin
reached the top by demanding respect in her hit song, and James Brown set
the funky sex machine in motion. e 1960s were, together with the 1920s,
the most important decades in the 20th century, a decade in which art and po-
pular culture used the same voice and reorganized reality. Never again did en-
tertainment, music, fashion and cinema have so much in common with politics,
nor did they have such a direct impact on legislative changes and on the process
of sanctioning the new order. However, even then, the illusion manufacturing
went on. e hippie elation was a short-lived one. e myth of unity, immor-
talized by the Woodstock Festival, was in fact, the offspring of one idealistic
1968 “summer of love”. Aer the assassination of Martin luther King, aer
the Watergate scandal, and in the face of the growing economic crisis in
Europe, it soon turned out that crossing borders and populating the forbidden
areas had mostly symbolic meaning.

Sexuality was pushed to the background and it became evident what little libe-
ration it brought when, in the 1970s, the punk anger of rubbish-kids started
manifesting itself in Great Britain, and the flowering of hip-hop in New york
ghettos reminded the world that American racism was doing just fine. Social

1960s. Freedom, unity and illusions

1970s. Anger and psychedelia
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boring now. e last fiy years have taught us to be indifferent to the knocked off mo-
numents and destroyed stereotypes, forced-open doors and newly revealed models.
Openness, wide horizons and tolerance are notions which are being used and abused.
To agree to everything is an easy and common thing. Nothing surprises us, moreover,
almost nothing moves us any longer. We do not see all the problems that have been for
years persistently ignored by pop culture. It has managed to focus our attention and
efforts on broadening the areas of liberty, on fictitious figures, it has trapped us in the
present, in the currently passing moment. What it has managed to turn into a taboo is
real life; the man and real life’s realities. Flesh-and-bone people have been erased from
the mass culture. Every aspect of their lives, including the most intimate or trivial ele-
ments, is consumed by the media, which practically means that the whole life of a public
persona is turned into fiction. A stylized illusion has scooped all areas of their activity.
So-called “accidental photos”, are in fact carefully staged, playbacks are used at concerts,
visits to public places are arranged. On the other hand, real deaths, such as lady Diana’s,
Michael Jackson’s or Amy Winehouse’s get absorbed by the story-making machine.
ese are the deaths of fictitious people, people created by show business, so their death
is only the grand finale of a show, the last role they have to play. Nonetheless, real death
is forbidden and banned. e global entertainment, medical and pharmaceutical in-
dustries are working against it. All this to postpone the moment, to prevent the coming
of the end. Time has no right to be in the stories about young and happy people; its only
function is eternity and endlessness. It has been arbitrarily stopped as the greatest enemy
of a carefree quasi-living. Heroes of pop culture reach us through the media in their ma-
nufactured incarnations; up-graded by computers and improved by plastic surgeons.
ere are no human faces in mass media broadcasts, instead we can watch perfect masks
and figures substituting bodies. ere are no such people, such hands, legs and eyes.
ey were not created by either God or Nature. ere are no such events that the media
report, because the media’s task is no longer to provide information, but to provide en-
tertainment, to provide a made up world. Also in this respect, we have been deprived of
connection from the truth. From the moment we were allowed to do whatever we wish,
we have been wishing for one thing only: immortality. Numerous scattered taboo fields
have been substituted with the only one: this damned end. anks to pop entertainment
we managed to close a weird deal. Instead of a multidimensional life, which would bring
us a wide scope of impossibilities and limitations, bans and incantations, we can enjoy a
limitless and flattened existence; we can move in all directions, no matter how far, no-
netheless, just on one, present level. e more obvious such feelings as emptiness, ex-
haustion and the lack of real sense in our lives get, the higher place they take on the list
of forbidden topics. ey are placed just below old age, death, loneliness, toothache, un-
happy love, disappointments, debts, unsatisfactory sex or sadness. Show business inqui-
sition censors the unwanted contents, pushes them out into a non-existence and jams
them. According to the approved showbiz scenarios, an illness must be triumphantly
cured in the end, old age turns out to be cheerful, fulfilled and painless, and loneliness is
a way to achieve individual happiness. e only permitted version of events is a happy
ending and never-ending fun. ere is no place for man in a world obeying such rules.
us, it is only inhabited by figures resembling a colourful hologram, made of pixels
and suspended in the air as if it were a mirage. Such hologram idols are already becoming
stars of pop music in Asia, they substitute real people. e tabooization of real life is be-
coming fact also in Western culture, where due to the joined forces of show business,
new media and new technologies, reality loses to virtual fiction.

Paulina Wilk
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test black music star ever, but at the same time a man with bleached pale skin.
Madonna went on a crusade for the sanctioning of homoerotic, bisexual and
sadomasochistic love. However, she was bitterly disappointed as her daring
album Erotica was not pronounced a success. e American middle-class gat-
hered the troops and refused to dally with a leather whip. Sexual provocations
ceased to evoke interest, so Madonna turned towards spiritual development
and multiculturalism which, at the end of the 20th century, became a trendy
substitute for religion. For a time, the queen of pop music abstained from at-
tacking the Catholic Church, which invariably lasted despite her renewed
attacks on its sanctities. us, she turned towards Hinduism, Cabala and me-
ditations, stressing once again the fact that in the modern world everything is
equal and permitted. Others helped as well: George Michael came out as a ho-
mosexual and black rap musicians took control over the music industry. ese
were the black producers who set the musical trends at the turn of the century.

In such a mood of a breakthrough freedom, the pop parade entered the 21st
century. And instantly it started spinning around. Suddenly, the heroes of the
mass imagination, the stars and idols, lost their opponents. ere were no
rules with reference to which they could define themselves. ere were no
points of resistance on which they could base their fictitious identity. Everything
controversial and provocative, everything that could create a new chink had
already been used. e last 20th century style pop career was made by lady
Gaga, who has concocted for her audience a cocktail of the leovers, chips of
taboo which remained aer the showbiz thunderstorm which lasted half of
the century. Creating her own image, she made a collage of erotic and moral
provocations, repeating endeavours of her predecessors. She has written a kind
of summary of their artistic output, merging so-porno images with raw meat
costumes and transsexualism. ere was only one “fresh” element of her career;
lady Gaga decided to ask death to dance, just as the most acclaimed modern
artist Damien Hirst, who is famous for diamond skulls and animal corpses
submerged in formaldehyde. In lady Gaga’s songs and in everything that sur-
rounds them, there were many traces of deadness: the pale body of the singer
resembling a dummy, the use of black colour and blood in her clips, mourning
clothes, dead glances, expressionless faces, metallic sounds. is short flight,
as lady Gaga shocked the audience for two seasons only, was a kind of nec-
rophilic epilogue of a pop epic. It seems now, that there is no border le to
cross, no sanctity to soil, no mystery one could set free.

e stars of show business have deconstructed and questioned the existing
order so eagerly that they have nothing to do now. ey have nothing to fight
for; they can only entertain us, but how to do that? e same provocations,
seen from all possible angles, have lost their impact, and they can only be

2000s. The cocktail made of the leftovers
of taboo and death

Post taboo. Virtual fiction
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Dog meat in China is still
considered a delicacy. 
It is believed to increase male
libido and improve circulation.
Most of the dogs which end up 
on restaurant plates are bred
especially for this purpose. 
They are beaten up and tortured
because fear and pain stimulate
adrenaline production and this
substance is said to improve the
taste of meat. The most famous
restaurants in Shanghai use up 
to one ton of dog meat a day. 
Dogs and cats are sent to Swiss
and German tables too. 
In 2006, in a press interview, 
the Danish Prince Henrik praised
the taste of dog meat. In 1986,
the European Union banned dog
trade and slaughter. 
Presently, Chinese authorities are
considering the introduction 
of a ban.
Quirky China News/Rex Features/East News
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Marseille, October 2012. 
These women kiss each other 
in front of people protesting
against the bill which legalises
same-sex marriages and makes it
possible for the couples to adopt
children. 
On the 18th of May the President
of France, François Hollande,
signed the bill fulfilling one 
of the promises he gave during 
his election campaign. 
France became the 14th country 
in the world which enabled 
same-sex couples to contract 
civil marriage.
Gérard Julien/AFP/East News
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as if they were about to jump. Despite the cold, they wear only hip bands.
ey are guardians of the temple and cannot be approached by anyone.
e boys guard the temple entrance, a tiny, knee-high opening. e Toda
temple looks just like all the buildings surrounding it, except it is higher.
e Toda dwellings all resemble collapsed barrels, cut in half. No one in
the village can explain the reason for this design. “at's how our ancestors
used to build,” explains a woman who eventually agrees to be our guide.
She invites us to her house which we enter with difficulty squeezing our
way through the small and narrow entrance. Antlers hang above the door
a cross might adorn a Christian entrance. e Toda worship the bull, their
sacred animal. ey do not eat beef or any other meat, they are vegetarian,
but they do drink milk, their holy and life-giving nectar. e milkman is
the most prestigious occupation in the Toda community. “Holy Milkman,”
as our guide explains.
At we walk into her home, we are caressed by pleasantly-smelling warmth.
e first room is a kitchen with a simple fireplace on a threshing floor and
a chimney that climbs right up to the ceiling. Dhal is being cooked in the
second room. e luring smell of food and the sound of guests attracts the
remaining family members, mostly men. e Toda are polyandrists: women
are allowed to have many husbands. Most frequently, from three to five
who are usually their first husband’s brothers. 
Surprisingly, the family let us touch everything and ask about anything,
which is completely different to the temple, which we cannot approach let
alone enter, nor even ask about the guardians. e temple can only be en-
tered by the Holy Milkmen. is is a taboo place, and taboo is something
holy, particularly in those primal cultures which are slowly dying out.
Taboo creates a division between the sacrum and profanum, between what
is mystery and what is common giving meaning and bringing order to life.
Crossing the border, breaching taboo always brings bad luck. Out of respect
for the Toda people, we keep our distance while we pass the temple.

Aboriginal Soul 
Australia's Northern territory is four times larger than Poland with one
twelh of the population. It is one of the least densely populated regions of
the world. It takes us days to cross this deserted land. From the central
Stuart Highway, the roads fork off crossing the country from north to
south. e roads are distinctly red as the Australian soil is a powdered
pepper colour. e roads are fenced off with metal gates and girded with
chains. ese are entrances to the Aboriginal land Trust, the Aboriginal
territories, where it is strictly forbidden for foreigners to enter. is world's
oldest tribe, which is 50,000 years old, according to Anthropologists has
decided to cut itself off from the world. 
And this comes as no surprise. e white man tried to take land away from
the Aborigines, for whom this is more than just a place to live. It is primarily
where their ancestors live. Without walking in the land of their ancestors,
without connecting with them (which is why Aborigines walk barefoot),
Aborigines cannot have Dreamtime. And Dreamtime is the holiest of Abo-
riginal myths, the very genesis of the Aborigines. 
Dreamtime is the time before the world's beginning, when all beings were
being created; it is also includes the present, parallel to the one in which
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The morning is chilly and bathed in fog, as it usually is in Ja-
nuary in this part of India. For a number of years, rich citizens
of Mumbai flee from the stuffy and dusty coast inland to the
cool Munnar hills, bedecked with tea fields, or the Nilgiri
hills, the mountainous interior of the Indian South. e alti-

tude and continental air streams offer respite from the coastal humidity. A
100-year-old train huffs its way along the Nilgiri hillside. ere are three
passenger classes – first, second and third, from foreign tourists to the
poor. e platforms are also divided into sections, separated for women
and men. ere are separate waiting rooms also. e train, as well as the
pace of life, chuffs along slowly here. It seems also that the  native dwellers
have ceased to move forward. Sixteen pre-Hindu tribes have lived here, in
the Nilgiri hills, for centuries. Some of them number only a handful of
people, like the Toda people who number little more than 800 people. 

Sacred Barrel
e thick fog slowly rises, even though the temperature is still below ten
degrees. We climb towards the Toda village, which is waking up slowly.
Chimney smoke rises above the roof tops, which means that the smell of
dhal, the lentil staple of Indians, will soon permeate the whole area. As we
enter the village, we are greeted by two boys, although the word “greet” is
a mild exaggeration. Having spotted us, they flex their young naked bodies
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light. “People oen lose their inner purity, which gives evil direct access to
them,” says Patsy and adds, “We have to be very careful, very careful. We
have to live so as not to open up the path that might lead evil to us.”
We walk with Patsy to the village. Its borders are marked by buffalo skulls
lying on the ground amongst the trees and the sounds of didgeridoos sum-
moning her to return. We cannot cross this border. e shoe-wearing
people cannot desecrate the intimacy of people who walk barefoot. In the
dark, we say farewell to Patsy. For the first time, our bodies come into con-
tact. Her grip is strong. 

Finding the Shamaness
In Mexico, around Palenque, where crowds of tourists stream to see one of
the finest Mayan pyramids, there are forgotten villages where the descen-
dents of their pyramid builders live; the Mayan descendants of Chiapas
state, a people greatly attached to their beliefs.  
Javier works as a cab driver in San Cristobal de las Casas, but to his friends
he is just a driver who takes sick people to the shamaness. He comes from
a small town inhabited by the Tzotzili, a few kilometres from the mountains.
e sleepy town seems frozen in time. Although its inhabitants use mobile
phones, they spend most of their time in the central market area. Both cars
and horses trot and drive down the streets. e town's centre is a white-
washed church. e town’s name is Chumula.  
Non-locals cannot enter the church unless they buy a special ticket at the
city council and sign a document prohibiting them from taking photos, fil-
ming or disturbing the peace; an extraordinary place in all respects. e
Chumula church houses the curanderos, or female healers, since only wo-
men dabble in shamanism. 
e Chumula church is dedicated to San Juan, a Christian saint, however,
it is an incredible combination of a Christian church and a shaman shrine.
Once a month, it hosts a mass held by a visiting priest who officiates wed-
dings, does baptisms and hears confessions. Every day, however, it is where
citizens pass the time. e presbytery is where the town elders reside, min-
ding the schedules of orders and holidays, the most significant of which is
San Juan de Chumula holiday. “ere is only one such saint, the only one
in the whole world, so he is the most important to us,” explains Javier. is
is why San Juan is on the main altar while the remaining saints, including
the crucified Jesus, are along the two main church walls. “It is because they
are in all the other churches in the world. ey are not unique. ey are
ordinary,” explains Javier. But there is also a hierarchical order among
those ‘ordinary’ saints. e descendents of the Mayas place male saints on
the le-hand side (the side of the heart) and the female saints, as well as
those male saints who did not work any miracles, on the right. Simply put,
the ones on the right are worse. ey do not get any more elaborate clothes
or real-hair wigs, which decorate the figures on the le. e ones on the
right are wooden, poor and sad. For the descendents of the Mayas, being a
saint is not an easy job.
However, the most important activity in Chumula church takes place in its
very centre. ere are no pews or chairs here. ose who pray sit on the
floor. e whole ground is sprinkled with fresh conifer needles and its
scent rises into the air. ere are rows of candles on the tiled floor. Special
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life goes by, it is metaphysical time, spiritual and noble time. Immersing
oneself in it gives your life meaning. is explains why Aborigines who are
stripped of their land also feel stripped of their identity and dignity. ey
lose their way, become confused, lose their feeling of destiny and self-con-
fidence. ey start to drink, hitting alcohol hard or even inhaling gasoline
fumes directly the fuel tanks of cars parked on the side of roads. 
It takes us long time to find a gate that might be open to us. We are helped
by Sean, a ranger who has been doing business with the Aborigines for
years. He buys wild water buffalo meat from them and in return, he is allo-
wed to bring a white person with him whom his Aboriginal female friend
teaches how to survive in the bush. e Aborigine who could be anything
from twenty to forty calls herself Patsy. Her village is hidden in the middle
of nowhere, among the undergrowth, thickets, bushes, billabongs and hor-
des of mosquitoes. We walk along paths and through chained-up metal
gates surrounded by barbed-wire fences. We are unexpected guests here.
Patsy does not greet us cordially. She speaks only to Sean in quick, short
sentences which he then translates to us . We cannot look Patsy in the eye;
we cannot take pictures of her face. We have to follow each of her steps; we
cannot eat anything here in the bush as most of it is poisonous. All we can
do is ask questions and hope Patsy replies, which she only does when she
feels like it.  
Our Patsy-guided tour around the bush takes several hours. We learn to
tell the difference between pain-relieving plants from those which are  used
to poison billabongs in order to kill crocodiles hiding there. We collect fi-
rewood and pick flowers which, when burned, rescue us from the blood-
thirsty mosquitoes. We learn how to eat ants and a snake which Patsy cat-
ches bare-handed. But this is all just a mock survival lesson for white
people. e most important part starts at dusk, when Patsy roots around
in a plastic bag she carries on her back and takes out a raw piece of liver
dripping with blood. She stands on the edge of a great plain and calls out
to the eagles with a low whistling throat sound. e birds react immediately.
Attracted by the familiar sound and the smell of blood and their hunger,
they start circling above our heads. Patsy uses her fingers like pliers to tear
the liver apart and hurl the pieces high into the air. e eagles catch the
pieces mid-flight. When they fail, they nose dive and grab the scraps of
meat from the ground with their claws. is peculiar dance between Patsy
and the eagles lasts for a few minutes. e hum of their wings breaks the
silence. It is so close and so palpable that we can feel the air waves hitting
against our faces. Sean explains that the Aborigines consider eagles to be
the most holy of birds, the only ones that are capable of carrying one's soul
to the stars. Patsy feeds the eagles and the souls that wander around with
them. is food for the soul needs to be done before she starts preparing
food for the body. Patsy makes wild water buffalo meat for us in the tradi-
tional Aboriginal way, on burning rocks and in ashes. With dusk falls, eve-
rything seems to change. Patsy becomes more lively as if the darkness pro-
tects her soul. Without fearing the looks of strangers and their cameras,
she eventually opens up. 
She begins talking about her shaman father, who died while exorcising
“evil” out of her brother. She talks about the evil that is always close at
hand, that lurks behind our backs, but cannot get to us if we are filled with
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in a burial ceremony. To understand how others deal with the mystery of
death is to understand what is of most importance in their existence. 
We come across the most extraordinary death ritual on Celebes, an Indo-
nesian island. e ritual is still celebrated by the Tana-Toraja people who
arrived here on boats aeons ago. In all probability, they arrived from the
territory of Indochina. e Toraja houses are still built in boat shapes, with
roofs resembling wind-blown sails. ough the Toraja embraced Christia-
nity from the Dutch colonizers, they did not withdraw from their peculiar
death rituals, rituals that make death the very aim of living. 
Funeral planning is the most significant event in people's lives, and Toraja
time is counted from funeral to funeral. 
When the Toraja people die, their families prepare a special place for them
in the southern part of their houses. While the south is the human side, the
north is the heavenly one, which is where the coffin of the deceased is
carried on the day of the funeral. Until that day comes, several days, or
even years may pass, as the family of the deceased have to collect money
for the ceremony. Up until that day, the deceased are treated by their closest
as if they were only ill. ey are served meals three times a day, which are
placed next to the coffin. ey are visited by their friends. ere is also a
conviction that if someone pays a visit to the deceased with ill intentions
and to disturb the peace of the ‘ill’ deceased, the latter will break wind. is
is, of course, the odour a decaying body emits. 
e coffins have two bamboo pipes attached to them. e top one is  atta-
ched to the upper lid and goes out through the roof of the house and acts
as a ventilation pipe extracting any unpleasant fumes. e bottom pipe is
attached to the bottom of the coffin and goes out through the floor draining
away all bodily fluids. According to myth, it was collected in bowls and ad-
ded to food, although, nowadays this is no longer practised. Corpses are
embalmed with formaldehyde. In the past, ground coffee was used for this
purpose. leak-proof coffins are made out of hollowed-out tree trunks.
roughout this resting period for the ‘ill’ deceased we are still in taboo
time. A stranger cannot enter the home where a corpse is stored. And this
is a restriction that everybody abides. 
Strangers are allowed to participate in the funeral, which must last at least
three days but may well last three weeks. In order to initiate it, the family
has to prepare a grave, that is, carve out a niche in a vertical rock face, a
dozen or so metres above the ground. ey also have to finance a tau-tau,
a wooden sculpture of the deceased. In the Toraja language, tau-tau means
“looking like people”. e sculptures wear real glasses if the deceased used
to wear glasses, have gold teeth if they used to have gold teeth, and grey
hair if the deceased lived to an old age. Tau-tau are sculptures made by
local artists and second hand ones oen fetch up to five thousand dollars. 
e funeral itself is also a costly event. e family kills at least three buffalo.
Clans that come to the funeral bring gis: black swine, purchased at special
funeral marketplaces. ey are sold on bamboo stretchers, to which they
are violently tied, in order to make them squeal loudly. 
e funeral takes place in a specially designed funeral village. Its heart, the
central square, hosts ritualistic singing and dancing. On the village perip-
heries, ritualistic carnage continues. e blood of slayed animals pours in
abundant streams tainting the grass red. e intestines of these gutted ani-
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groups of cleaners appear to endlessly be sweeping away wilted conifer needles
and spilling baskets of fresh ones onto the floor. ey collect smouldering
candles, which worshippers immediately replace with new ones. Instead of
singing, old women wail  complemented by clucking sound of the hens cackling
which are tied to big baskets and brought into the church by the worshippers.
“Sit and look,” whispers Javier. We squat on our heels just as he does. Next to
an elderly Indian woman, squats a young girl with a whimpering baby in her
arms. e man accompanying her, probably the child's father, forms a circle
of candles around the women one by one, as if the light circle might protect
the women and the baby and separate them from the world. e shamaness
reaches for a chicken, brought by the parents, and raises above her head. Her
old body suddenly become alive and seemingly younger. Every chance she
gets, the shamaness takes generous gulps of corn moonshine. She wipes some
of the liquor on her lips, thereby ousting evil spirits. She begins to wail while
saying the litany of the saints under her breath. 
e rooster is thrown up by the shamaness ever higher only to come down
brushing the child’s face with its wings and sending clouds of conifer needles
up into the air. e baby screams its lungs out. e air within the candle-enc-
losed circle seems to be whirling. e father keeps lighting new candles. One
by one. One by one. How many has he already lit? A hundred? Two hundred?
It is difficult to count. e circle contains a few rims, protecting and cumulating
the energy inside. No one dares to approach the circle. yet everyone, through
some unseen magnetic force, watches this amazing spectacle. e women, the
shamaness and the mother, are inside this invisible circular space while a battle
rages on. Good versus evil. Power against the lack of power. Healing against
illness. 
When the baby's shrieks reach their peak, wave aer wave crashing into every
atom of the air, the shamaness raises the rooster high up in the air. Her right
hand grabs its neck and suddenly everything goes silence. e rooster clucks
no more, the baby stops crying, the air stops moving. Drops of blood drip
down silently. Some of them fall on the baby's head. e bird dies slowly in
throes. Its head, plucked off by the shamaness, hangs from her up-stretched
hand. e healing has finished. 
In this ritual, the rooster is the symbol of the disease which is then killed. like
a vaccination it then has to be eaten by the baby in order to give it  resistance
to it. e parents will take home the dead rooster and will later prepare chicken
soup for the baby to eat. With her back arched, the shamaness kneels on the
tiled floor. Circles of candles smoulder around her. e cleaners peel the candle
wax off the ground. ey sweep away the conifer needles and replace them
with fresh ones. 
On the other side of the aisle, another curandero prepares herself for a shaman
rite but we have to leave the temple as our time here has come to an end.
leaving the dark interiors, we are almost blinded by the scorching sun. It takes
us several minutes to re-adjust our eyes. Javier leads us to a church nearby,
close to the spot where we bought our tickets, to the local medical centre. “It’s
closed,” he says laughing, “e town doctor has nothing to do here”.

Life and Death 
Death is a sphere of taboo in all cultures, regardless of geography. Burial rituals
are an attempt to tame the taboo. Everywhere we arrive, we try to participate
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special pompons on their head. ere is an abundance pompons in the
crowd.
e sticky heat and anticipation is so great that it becomes palpable. e
African dusk is hot and the atmosphere is further heated with all the noise,
whistling, shouts, bells, shots ringing into the air, snorting bulls, the dust,
the smell of blood and sweaty bodies, ochre mixing with chalk. When the
sun bids us farewell rays, a naked man runs into the chalk-drawn circle.
Gathering speed, he jumps on the back of the first bull. Surmounting a
dozen or so bull backs takes him a few seconds. He jumps off, turns around
and again gets onto the bulls. He runs the opposite way. His perfectly tight
leg and buttock muscles would be ideal for medical students to study ana-
tomy. We see every sinew, every vein. He is jumps off, jumps back on, and
repeats the cycle at least four times. He manages to run around on the bull
backs six times. e crowd cheers. e boy has become a man. is night
he will choose a wife. When the night draws close around the feasting Ha-
mers, we have to leave the ceremony. is time is reserved exclusively for
the Hamers. ey will stay in the bush the whole night and perhaps even
another three days.

***
We ‘peek’ when we travel around the world. We have an insatiable appetite
and awareness for uncovering taboo. However, with this comes a deep
respect for other cultures, followed by a feeling of gratitude that a veil of
secrecy has been lied before us. e first nations and native people of a
given land have retained a real life force through their adherence to rituals,
something that Western man lost long ago, purposely blurring the boun-
dary between the sacrum and profanum. Coming within touching distance
of this primal life force is exhilarating, like approaching taboo itself.

Aleksandra and Jacek Pawliccy, Newsweek
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mals are hung on tree branches. Guts and livers hang on trees like lifeless
fruit of death. A Toraja funeral is an area where the sacrum and profanum
blend at each step, where life mixes with death.

Jump the Bull
Among the various tribes, different rituals have a particular meaning. For
the Indonesian Toraja the funeral is most important, while in most African
tribes it is the initiation ritual of a boy into manhood.  For the Ethiopan
Omo Valley Hamer tribe, neither birth nor death count. What is important
is the moment when a Hamer becomes a man. e successful transition
gives newly made men permission to choose a wife. And each Hamer girl
wants to be the ‘first’ wife. e man who wears the pendulum with a bolt
will be served by all succeeding wives, brought home in the years to come
by her husband. e Hamer initiation ritual is called ukuela, or, in English,
bull jumping. Boys have to jump on bulls' backs which have been covered
with dung to make it more difficult to maintain balance. e initiate cannot
be helped by anyone else, he cannot slip and cannot fall. is is his fight
with himself. Hamer bull jumping is can be seen near Dimeka in Southern
Ethiopia. 
e Omo riverbed is home to many tribes but the Hamer is one of the lar-
gest, but that does not mean that bull jumping is a tourist attraction. It is a
difficult to find even with the help of a local guide. It took us more than
two hours to find the spot which was actually only a few kilometres from
the town. ere is nothing to be found in the surrounding area: no village,
no huts, just a shed for the elders and burning fires, where the mother of
the young initiate boils coffee and sorgo beer. 
e ceremony starts many hours before the jumps. All the villagers come
to see the event. Women start dancing with their bare feet throwing up
clouds of red dust. e bells attached to their ankles make the air vibrate
rhythmically. Women run from place to place, provoking the men, calling
them impotent and hurling curses. is is how they provoke the men to
whip them into a fervour. ey want to be whipped and on this day, Hamer
women's backs drip with blood. e more wounds they have, the stronger
they are seen to be, which proves that they will make good wives. ey will
proudly carry their scars throughout their whole lives as proof of their
courage. Scarification is one way the Hamer decorate their bodies. 
When the sun goes down, the ceremony spot  is visited by the village elders
and the initiate’s friends. Each young man leads his bull as a every Hamer
male grows up with a bull from childhood, as if it was his brother. He
carries three names: one given to him by his mother at his birth, the name
of the goat whose milk he drinks as a child, and the name of his bull. 
Irritated by the noise and commotion, the bulls begin to snort ominously,
but the young Hamers attempt to calm the beast down by giving the bulls
their fists to suck like a gigantic pacifiers. Side by side, the bulls stand next
to each other and are kept in line by helpers who grab their tails pulling at
them like strings. e backs of the bulls create a bridge. ey are surrounded
by a tight circle of bleeding and yelling spectators, tribesmen and women
pacing around and around. Kalashinkovs are raised high into the air like
extensions of the Hamer’s arms A Hamer will kill if need be. If his bull is
attacked by a wild animal or a thief, a Hamer will shoot. Killers wear
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Jacek Pawlicki: What does it mean to be a Roma?
Karol Kwiatkowski: you are a Roma because you live like one. at is, you
have to obey all the principles of Romanipen. you cannot be a Roma just be-
cause you were born a Roma. A person who doesn’t act like a Roma may be
said to have Romani origins, at the most. For me being a Roma is as natural as
drinking a cup of coffee in the morning.

Do you perceive yourself more as a Roma or more as a Pole?
-Firstly, I am a human being, then a Roma and then a Pole. I live in Poland,
but my nation are the Roma people.

Romanipen has been created throughout centuries. Is it easy to maintain it
in the 21st century? What is the relation between different taboos named in
the code and civilizational changes? 
-e one does not disturb the other. We, the Roma, also develop, but we do it
in accordance with our code. It does not limit us, but it enriches us because
every otherness enriches people.

Doesn’t Romanipen hinder progress? Isn’t it in contradiction with com-
pulsory education?
-I didn’t have any problems with my education. It’s true though, that at first I
didn’t like going to Polish school because I spent a part of my childhood in
Germany and I liked it better there, but, aer a while I got used to it. School
education didn’t have any negative impact on my Romani upbringing, nor
was it the other way round. I think that it was even more interesting just
because I stuck to my Romani principles at school. Besides, I was a keen spor-
tsman, I was crazy about football. I didn’t really care about the rest.

What’s the greatest disgrace for a Roma?
-you have to treat Romanipen as a whole and live according to its rules. ere
are major transgressions of course, but the thing is that you should also obey
the minor resolutions. you either obey the whole of it, or not. If someone
breaks the lesser rules, this is also a kind of disgrace, although this word may
be too strong in this case.

And a murder?
-you get excluded for murder, as well as for stealing from the others.

Rape?
-It is also a huge transgression, which may get you excluded. For terrible
offences there are terrible punishments.

And if a Roma takes drugs or gambles?
-Drugs are unacceptable, even if you “only” smoked a joint, you would get ex-
cluded. And gambling? It depends on the kind of gambling. If a Roma goes to
a casino and loses 100 euros, and he can afford it, there is no real problem.

And if he loses all his possessions ?
-en the family has the problem.
/
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Aleksandra Pawlicka: What does it mean to be a Roma woman? 
Karolina Stankiewicz-Kwiatkowska: is means living according to the rules
of Romanipen, which is an unwritten code of behaviour which I was taught by
my grandmother and mother. anks to this code, I know what it means to be
a Roma woman.  

And that means... ?
- e basic duty of a Roma woman is to maintain hearth and home. I am a
mum, a wife and a Roma woman, or a Gypsy woman, if you prefer to use this
name. From a child’s perspective, it seemed absolutely natural for me that my
mum taught me how to live according to tradition. However, when I grew up,
I started perceiving Romanipen as something no one can ever take from me. It
is mine; it builds my identity. And I know that for me, it would be a tragedy if
I had to give up living according to the Roma principles. To assimilate seems
ridiculous to me. is is the way I was brought up, and it makes my life easier. 

What have your mum and grandmother taught you?
-How to be a woman who will be a good wife and mother. ey taught me
what clothes to wear and how to prepare meals the Romani way.

How then should a Roma woman dress?
- With dignity and not showing more than propriety allows. I don’t wear a
mini just because I know a skirt should be longer, and shoulders should be co-
vered with a scarf if the day is hot and one’s wearing short sleeves. I never wear
trousers, as well.

Once, Gypsy women used to wear many skirts. is was to cover what’s
considered sullied, and, according to Romanipen; the sullied is what’s below
the waist. 
-I’m a normal chick; I wear one skirt. Surely, when we go to a Romani party, I
put on smarter clothes, but a dress won’t necessarily consist of many skirts as
a common stereotype regarding the Gypsy wants it. Because, nowhere is it
written how many skirts a Gypsy woman should have on, or how many petti-
coats. Nowadays, it’s more about not wearing see-through or provocative clot-
hes. Personally, I feel awkward seeing half-naked women parading in the
streets. 

As it’s against the principles of Romanipen?
-Physicality is the greatest taboo among the Roma people. is is the sphere
that should be reserved solely for two people; for a husband and a wife. at is
why, when a boy abducts a girl and they have intercourse, it’s automatically
stated they become husband and wife. ese kidnappings must be understood
in a figurative way because young people both agree to and fix the meeting.
ey want to be together; they want to give each other what can be given only
to this one person and to no one else. at’s why, like every other Gypsy
woman, I don’t like it when women show off their physicality.

What does it mean that physicality is the greatest taboo? Does it mean the
body in general, or using one’s body for seduction, sex?   
-Even talking to you, I cannot use certain words. Certain words are not to be/
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Do you still kiss hands of the elderly Roma?
-yes, out of respect we feel towards them. I don’t feel even a bit embarrassed if
an elderly Roma sits with a group of people and I kiss his hand. Moreover, I
would feel bad if I didn’t do it. I’ve got a similar attitude when it comes to
drinking alcohol and proposing toasts.

And if a Roma drinks himself into a state of unconsciousness?
-en he breaks the code of Romanipen because, as my grandfather used to
say, you drink vodka with your head, not with your mouth. We drink to celeb-
rate something, to show our respect to somebody, but we don’t drink to get
drunk.

Is it the done thing for a man to wash clothes?  
-Absolutely not. 

And to wash the dishes?
-No, also not. I don’t do this. ere are some things which remain within wo-
men’s domain, and this is a cultural thing; it’s not discrimination. e Roma
women don’t mind it that only they wash and cook.

And if a Roma man likes cooking, because it’s his hobby, then what do you
do? Do you exclude him?
-No, there are Roma men who cook. If he has a good sense of taste, then no
one will bother him. let’s not exaggerate; we don’t go to extremes.

And if a fork falls on the floor?
-So you know! We don’t pick it up and we don’t use it. It must be washed. So-
meone may ask how many spare pieces of cutlery these Roma have, but for us
it’s just a part of our culture. e floor is unclean. is belief comes from
India, which is the place the Roma come from. We tread the floor with our
feet, so something that falls on it becomes unclean.

Men and women do sit separately at parties?
-We don’t mix either company or tables. What’s more, although I’m a young
man, I think this isn’t necessary. Our families are scattered all around the
world, so when we meet at different celebrations, we want to talk to our cousins,
not to, for example, our wives, whom we talk to every day. And women always
find a friend or a sister to talk to. Besides, a man can always discuss certain to-
pics, such as cars, more easily with another man. And drinking alcohol is yet
another of such things.

So one cannot drink alcohol with his wife?
-yes, you can, a glass of wine, but you don’t drink as if you were drinking with
a man.

And if a wife mocks her husband in public, or she rebukes him harshly
telling him he’s not right because he’s stupid?
-Our women are very subtle, they know when they can say something and
when it is better to hold their tongue. If they don’t agree with us on a certain
matter, they talk to us about this in private, face to face, they don’t undermine/
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spoken in public. ey are taboo. I can use them while talking to my mum, but
not while talking to a person from outside the Romani culture.

And while talking to your dad?
-I’m very attached to my dad; I talk to him a lot, but we discuss professional
topics, family matters, even maternity, the ways of bringing up children. Ho-
wever, how to prepare oneself for marriage, for being a wife and becoming a
mother, these topics can be discussed only with a woman. 

Does a Romani mother prepare her daughter for her first menstruation;
does she talk to her about it?
-Menstruation is one of the words I’d rather not use in public. As I’ve explained
before, everything concerning physicality is a taboo. at is why the Roma, or
at least the Roma of Polska Roma, the group I belong to, do not practice pro-
fessions that deal with the body. For example, they aren’t doctors or nurses. I
don’t know any Roma among Polish doctors, and that’s because we cannot
imagine a situation in which a Roma man examines a woman. e sphere of
intimacy is reserved solely for the closest people.

And when a woman gives birth to a child, does she go to hospital?
-yes, of course she does. We live in the 21st century, but this can also be orga-
nized in such a way that the woman is attended to by women only, both doctors
and midwives. If, for some reason, it turns out otherwise; it’s no big deal, as
life is the most important value here, but it is a very uncomfortable situation
for us.

You’ve told me that physicality is taboo and so you don’t perform certain
professions. Does this concern only the physicality of the living, or does it
also concern the dead?
-Also the dead. e body of a dead Roma is always taken care of by the family.
We don’t allow our dead to be kept in morgues or funeral parlours. ey stay
with us, at home. e dead are prepared for their funeral by women: mothers,
wives, daughters. Sometimes, in the case of a dead man, his son or father may
help as well, but generally men are responsible for organizing the celebration,
getting the hearse ready, and women take care of the dead person and the
living who come to the celebration in large numbers. Because, for us, a funeral
is the moment in which we can show the greatest respect for the person we
have to bid farewell to. e news of someone’s death reaches us instantly, and
it doesn’t matter what you are doing at the moment, what duties or responsi-
bilities are on your shoulders. We leave all this behind and we go to support
the family which has lost one of its members. We offer the union of this last
moment. We are caring and helpful. We stay together. e coffin is never
carried by strangers. It’s always someone from the family although these are
not sons, grandchildren or the father, because then the death could pass onto
a person remaining in too close relationship with the dead. 

e principles of Romanipen regard clothes too. It is said, that there is a
rule stating that you have to wash men’s and women’s clothes separately.
Reportedly, it is even advisable to use separate washing machines; so, are
there two washing machines in a Romani household? /
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our authority in front of others. When in the company of other people, it is
enough that the spouses look at each other, and they know what’s going on.
e Romani culture is subtle, we don’t have to say everything. We can under-
stand a lot from gestures, facial expressions. In all our utterances there is a se-
cond, third or even fourth meaning.

Who has taught you all these subtleties, all this Romaniness?
-My father, grandfather, aunts and my uncle. at’s how we were raised, we
could see the way our grandmother, grandfather, uncle and father acted. For
example, if someone got drunk at a party, then in the family circle we were
told that one mustn’t behave like this because this is shameful for the whole of
the family.

What about beating children?
-My dad preferred to talk to us and explain things rather than punish us. I
treat my kids the same way.

Is a son more important for a Roma man than a daughter?
-No, because every child is important. Surely, the oldest son becomes the head
of the family if there’s no father, but he is not more or less loved because of
this. He just has a different role to play.

Is it the done thing for a father to talk about sex with his son?
-ere are some difficult topics in the father-son relationship. Sex is one of
them, so we use the institution of the older brother. If there is no older brother,
then there are cousins, but sometimes the father has to tell this to his son
because there is neither brother nor cousin. 

Do you still “abduct” your wives?
-is is not such abduction as in a movie. But if we treat it figuratively, then
this is still a living tradition. I also abducted my wife. But the truth is that we
made an agreement and we became husband and wife. Besides, we had known
each other since we were 10 years old, and our families also knew each other
very well.

So it’s about a meeting, intimacy, sex and marriage…
-yes, it is, that’s the whole truth about abductions.

And a wedding ceremony?
-e ceremony of tying hands with a scarf is really important to us. We were
“tied” by the King of Roma as he was invited to the celebration, but it could be
done by the oldest man or woman in the family as well.

What about marriages between the underaged?
-ey happen, but this isn’t always accepted by the family because young
people act irresponsibly sometimes. But if the young people want to be together,
and they have taken this step, then nobody will attempt to annul such marriage.
All people will help the couple to live together in peace.

Is marital unfaithfulness ok? It is said that the Roma men can indulge them-/
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-In our household there is just one. In my family there has always been one
washing machine, but it is true that men don’t wash clothes because this is a
part of housework. It wouldn’t be fine with me if my husband touched my
dirty clothes. e Polish say that the Roma discriminate against their women;
that they don’t let them do anything, but that’s not true. It’s not true that we
cannot work, make a career, take decisions regarding our own life. I’m the
best example that it’s just the other way round. I’ve graduated from university
and I’ve set up a business together with my husband. e world has moved on
and we have to live in it. Nowadays, most of the Roma girls want to graduate
from schools and achieve something in their lives.

And can you reconcile the principles of Romanipen with compulsory edu-
cation the state demands?
-I didn’t have any problems with this, I just went to school, it was natural to do
it. I had good teachers. Well, maybe with one exception. In the first grade of
secondary school my form mistress said that I shouldn’t learn at school, but
start my own family instead. en I went to another school. And I told this
lady that I felt pity for her other pupils. For me, this was a good experience; I
learnt that there are different people in the world, and that one has to know
how to defend oneself. Unfortunately, I know that nowadays the Roma children
don’t always feel at ease, because the Polish education system is fossilized and
stuck in the former political system and not ready for multiculturalism. 

And does Romanipen provide punishment administered by a husband to a
wife for having broken a taboo? For having forsaken the principles?
-I have recently read a paper written by a lady professor who quotes a Roma
man talking about shaving the head as a form of punishment administered to
women. Well, maybe it happened in the past, maybe it happened that a husband
who wanted to punish his wife cut her hair short, but this is not the type of be-
havior that sets the canon. e researchers who are just getting interested in
our culture try to describe it because Romanipen, our canon, is not a set of
rules which are written down. What is important for us is spoken word, passed
from one generation to another. ere are few sources describing the “authen-
ticity” of our culture. And I think the Roma man who spoke about shaving the
head as a kind of punishment wanted to deceive the professor, to hide the
truth about Romanipen from the word. 

Has he used the word to protect the other word?
-To protect the most important word. e word of our principles. We value
the word a lot, a promise, for example. If a Roma says they will be waiting,
then they will, because if they didn’t then this would mean something is wrong
with them. Among us, a word given is a sanctity. is is a matter of honour.
is is the most substantial thing. at is why, when you ask about hair and
about cutting it, this is the same thing.

What do you mean ?
-e Roma women don’t have short hair because it is not becoming of a
woman. ey also don’t wear loose hair; they wear tight hair because this is a
sign of modesty and neatness. No matter if you are a maiden or a married wo-
man, we just know it; there is no need to punish somebody by cutting one’s/
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selves in this respect more than women.
-It’s unacceptable, just like in the majority of other cultures, especially if a
man cheats repeatedly on his wife.

And if a married Roma man starts to flirt?
-en someone from his own family tells him: listen buddy, sort this out
immediately. you’re bringing shame on yourself and on the rest of us. And
that’s enough.

Can you be a homosexual Roma?
-It’s impossible because it’s at variance with the core of our culture which
is very restrictive.

Can you then get excluded from the Roma community?
-yes, you can, this kind of sentence may be passed by our King. e excluded
person cannot meet the other Roma, cannot sit with them at one table, and
the Roma who break this ban would share the fate of the excluded one. We
respect the verdicts passed by our King.

Is it difficult to make an appointment with the King?
-No, it’s not. you can make an appointment on the phone then go and talk
to him.

You believe that the upper part of the body is clean and the lower part is
unclean. Do you constantly watch out so that the unclean won’t sully
the clean?
-yes. No self-respecting man would hand a pair of shoes to a woman, touch
her skirt, take any of her intimate things. We don’t even discuss these
things among each other.

You don’t kiss and hug in public…Just like clinging to each other while
dancing.
-Because it doesn’t become us to do so. you should remain subtle while
dancing. For us, dancing is a part of maintaining family bonds.

Do Roma men feel flattered when they are being seduced by strangers?
-I can only answer for myself, I don’t like being picked up by strangers.
Roma women don’t generally act this way. Women should be subtle and
reserved.

Do you organize stag or hen parties with a striptease as a present?
-No, because we don’t need this. It’s below the Roma dignity, but we don’t
mind if the non-Roma enjoy such parties.

What is a Roma not allowed to eat? Is it because horses used to pull Ro-
mani carts? 
-Horse meat. If someone does it consciously they may get excluded. In our
culture the horse is our friend, and you don’t eat your friends.

e interview by Jacek Pawlicki,, Newsweek
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hair to make it common knowledge that short hair doesn’t become a woman.
you don’t have to make it an official law, because this law is deep in every one
of us. A woman knows very well that if she starts behaving shamefully, she will
be negated, not only by her husband but also by the rest of her family. Her
misbehaviour will discredit the whole family. I cannot imagine myself misbe-
having because this would mean my family would have to suffer. Such a family
is pushed aside.

In what way?
-In our culture the most important guardian is Szero Rom, the so called King
of the Roma, and to find oneself in front of him being accused of breaking the
rules is a tragedy for the whole family. e whole community knows that a
member of this family has broken some traditional rules. at’s why we always
try to solve every problem within our own family, with the family elders.

Do you control each other all the time?
-It looks like this from the outside of the community, but the truth is that eve-
ryone controls themselves. Because everyone knows that breaking a taboo
means being excluded from the community. And for a Roma being excluded
from the Roma community is the most painful punishment. If a woman or a
man cannot stay in touch with their family, they are lost. ey may try to lead
their life somewhere else, but they may never succeed.

Do affairs happen in Romani families?
-ere is no way they can happen. I don’t want to say it is not possible at all,
but if there is an affair, it is terribly stigmatizing. e grapevine is extremely
efficient among us, so such a person would be pointed at immediately. you
don’t talk to such a person, you don’t keep in touch with them. To cut it short:
it sucks to be such a person. And this makes our culture so internally coherent.
Strong. I watch Romani families and I think that they are well matched, the
spouses complement one another. ey get on well with each other. My mum
has never had to explain to my dad, point her finger at things he should have
done. It’s enough that they look at each other and they know what should be
done. Whether they are at a party and one of them wants to go home, or
whether there is not enough of something on the table and it should be reple-
nished. ey can understand each other without words.

Will you pass the principles of Romanipen on to your own children?
-Of course I will, although my daughter is just one year old, so it will take
some time before I do this. And it is the father that passes the principles to
sons. We speak Romani at home, we tell the children about the history of the
Roma, where they come from, what their flag looks like. It happens oen that
when we go somewhere together, for example we go shopping, my son starts
speaking the Romani language. I ask him why he does it. He answers, “mum,
that’s great, we’ve got our own language, nobody can understand us.” Our
kids, although bilingual, think in the Romani language. Just like us. is is our
first language, the one into which you translate everything that comes to you.
And this is how tradition starts to continue.

e interview by Aleksandra Pawlicka, Newsweek
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Arlije and Gyoi
G e number of Roma in Greece is estimated 
at 140 000 up to 200 000 G Or rather between 200 000
and 300 000 G No, it’s rather between 80 000 
and 350 000 G Actually, no one knows

e Roma in Greece don’t need any specific data, neither does Greece.
European Union officials try to count them, but every time they do, 
they get a different number. Besides, why does anyone need these
numbers? 
e Roma arrived in the 15th century, they are at home. 
And they share the fate of their fellow-countrymen; most of them are
Orthodox Christian, with the exception of those who live in race 
and are Muslims.
ey are called Arlije or Arli, the name derived from the dialect of the
Romani coming from the Balkans. Or just Gyoi, the Gypsies. 
eir life is not an easy one. Most of them are simple people, sometimes
illiterate. eir households are humble, without basic sanitation. 
One third of them are unemployed. Well, how can one find employment 
if the authorities are pestering them? e police like to stop them and
destroy their belongings. And the ordinary Greeks? As everywhere in the
world, they oen adopt the beliefs presented by the media fuelling
harmful stereotypes: Gyoi are parasites, beggars, drug dealers.
e Roma in Greece... Do they know what happiness is? 
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Nikos Economopoulos, a
Greek photographer.
He was born in 1953,
studied law and worked 
as a journalist.
His interest in photography
started at the age of 25
when his friend showed him
an album of Henri 
Cartier-Bresson. 
He became a member of the
Magnum Agency in 1994.
This was also when 
he started depicting the life
of the Roma people. 
He publishes his pictures 
in the most influential
newspapers and magazines
in the world: The Guardian,
The Independent, Le Monde,
Libération and The New York
Times.
He is the author of more
than a dozen individual
exhibitions and albums.
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